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SPACE TO
CULTURE

Destination

Intervention

Cultural centre /
Recreational activities /
Art.

everything respecting
existing volume
is allowed.

Requirements
1 under 35
member per team
at least.

Nute.
Location
Italy, Bologna,
Quarto Inferiore.

Target
Artists /
Architects /
Designers /
Students .

> YAC
Architecture is the branch of knowledge that shapes and
structures places for human activities. It gives an answer to
several and various issues, where solutions embody designer’s creativity and intellect.
Architectural quest doesn’t simply resolve itself nor in a stylish,
nor a functional, nor an economic nor a technological answer.
A genuine architectural answer comes through making a
patchwork of all those issues, where designer manages to
blend and structure them together with sensibility and control.
YAC aims to promote contemporary projects that embody a
temporal and personal approach to architectural space.
Idea is the keyword, Architecture is the answer and project is the
medium through which intuition transforms into concrete reality.
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> THEME
YAC’s third competition offers participants a chance of practicing solid research in redesigning and rethinking a disused
industrial park.
Nowadays the growing digitalization of social and economic
relationships is producing radical transformations in social
conventions and systems. The first victims of such process
are production sites and industrial facilities; the outcome is
that lots of gargantuan empty boxes are nowadays waiting
for re-functionalization and new purpose.
Nute Partecipazioni ltd (www.nutepartecipazioni.com) deals
with revamping and enhancing valuable but disused industrial buildings. Nute owns an exquisite building in Quarto In-

feriore (Granarolo, Bologna) which used to be an important
factory.
Due to market’s contractions and thanks to the building’s
unique features, Nute’s CEO is currently aiming to radically
transform the former 15.000 m2 industrial park into a space
for leisure time, culture and arts.
What kind of architecture could be proposed in order to host
cultural and entertainment activities?
This is the question YAC and Nute ask the designers, offering them the chance to rethink a disused industrial place
and transform it in a lively space for culture, art and public
relationships.

The wide and versatile open spaces are meant to provide
local citizens and tourists a modern cultural / leisure time
activities centre.
Deepening the issues of an architecture for “culture / leisure
time” is up to designers; however the core of this transformation shall focus on temporality and spatial custom-tailoring.
Nute aims to promote a transformation that embodies those
contemporary living axioms.
Where modern technology is capable of boosting communication‘s pace and information channels, architectures
shall take advance of this circumstance by providing users
a flexible system made with dynamic / modular / equipped
spaces.
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> SITE
The site covers a former industrial park near Bologna’s city
centre (http://goo.gl/maps/ki2kX).
The building was designed in the 70s by Arch. Pierluigi Cervellati (http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierluigi_Cervellati).
The construction features a tight bond between architectural
quality and functional standards: elegant, bright spaces and
rich green areas give extraordinary peculiarities to this abovethe-average factory.
To channel design proposals within the owner’s desires and
legislative boundaries, a list of restrictions and prescriptions
follows:

•

Territorial features - the building covers a strategic position on a national scale, offering an extraordinary base of
everyday users.

scale
MACRO
(Italiy)

users
9mln

polarity
Milano
Firenze
Roma
MEDIO
4,3mln
A14
SP3
MICRO
400.000 train station
(Bologna)
city centre
airport

km
210
100
380
5,5
5,5
8,5
9,5
14

travel time
1h*
30min*
2h*
5min**
7min**
13min**
16min**
13min**

•

Normative prescriptions - city planning criteria catalogue
the allotment as a “redevelopment area”.
Any kind of intervention or operation is thus allowed, even
complete demolition and reconstruction of a complete different-looking building. Strict prescriptions however
prevent any intervention from increasing existing overall
volumes.

•

Economical prescriptions – Nute aims to receive economically-sustainable design proposals. This reason, along
with the high architectonic value of the building and its
very good status of preservation, would highly suggest to
avoid a radical dismantling of the construction.

*by high-speed train; **by car.
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•

Future territorial projects - local municipality has announced
in 2012 Bologna Football club will build in Quarto Inferiore
its future headquarters. Despite the present economical
situation might cast uncertain perspective on such intervention, the project would be a 15.000.000€ investment,
cover ing 22hectares with 12 football fields, more than
3000 box seats, locker rooms, offices, gyms, company
lodgings for guests and youth sector. Such a strategic intervention will become an extraordinary reference point for
the whole territory; the project will bring Quarto Inferiore into
a whole new dimension of social and economical relationships. To imagine the future of the disused factory means
to think about a synergy with the hereby mentioned reality;
such couple of cultural / social cores might become in the
future the base for many different design proposals.

•

Historical features – La Perla Group commissioned Arch.
Pier Luigi Cervellati this project to in 1968. Cervellati’s talent
blended well with the client’s refined sensibility, giving birth
in 1971 to an architecture whose construction and fruition
standards used to exceed by far the quality models of the
time. High window / floor surface ratios used to grant an elevated comfort for offices, production lines, service rooms
and commons spaces, exceeding legislation’s minima.
This “laic church” – like Cervellati used to call his building
– used to host a fashion-industry related business; fine
clothing evening dresses and swimming suits used to be
produced under the inspired guidance of Olga Cantelli Masotti. Such production line granted the brand an instant
and overwhelming success, placing this firm among the
top international labels worldwide.

•

Structural / building features – framework consists of a
multi-storey reinforced concrete structure. The building
currently satisfies structural and seismic prescriptions for
security and stability; no safety or reinforcement measures
shall be thus taken in order to reinforce the building. Reasonably altering the overall framework is however allowed.
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LEVEL_0
~ 4.650m2

LEVEL_1
~ 4.650m2

LEVEL_2
~ 480m2

LEVEL_3
~ 1520m2

heights and volumes to be taken from the .dwg material
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> PROGRAM
•

Space to Culture aims to revamp and re-functionalize an
extraordinary architecture; the point is to reinterpret the
concept of “cultural building” under a contemporary perspective.
Cultural centres are too often interpreted through an oldfashioned model in which space is set up as a static
container; the purpose is designing dynamic spaces in
which a proactive and cultural community might produce,
exhibit and share knowledge and passion.
Such cultural / community centre shall become an international reference point for art and culture, in order to
enhance a growing global network of intellectual / artistic
/ leisure time activities.

•

•

The competition seeks a design proposal capable of
attracting international / local stake-holders:
cultural
foundations / public schools / private schools looking for
a detached pied-a-terre / a boardroom / a place for exhibitions / for special events / for particular productions /
for exhibitions.
Choosing / proposing / combining functional scenarios
is up to the designer; arranging a persuasive use of the
building is one of the pivotal aspects of the competition. It
is therefore essential to carefully analyze how to combine
/ integrate / enclose different destinations in order to succeed within the competition. Suggestions follow:

•

Apartment / art studio for artists – temporary accommodations with rent control would allow to create temporary
communities of artists who would be able to produce and
exhibit art in there. This would be a useful support for the
international community of artists;

•

Movie theatre / theatre / auditorium – single / multiple /
permanent / temporary spaces for hosting stage shows
/ contentions / media contents;

•

Day care – leisure time space for children and families
might provide infrastructures for entertainment and education for different ages and targets;
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•

Game room / media room – permanent / temporary space for collecting / broadcasting media contents;

•

Sports facilities - any suggestion is allowed, if motivated
(swimming pools, playing courts, gyms, etc.);

•

Art Hotel - hospitality structure half-way museum, halfway hotel; emotional place for physical and mental rest in
which users can find both the comfort of a traditional hotel
and the inspiration of an art gallery;

•

Workshops / laboratories - permanent / temporary spaces aimed to education / children’s activities / art through
educational / artistic paths / recreational activities / movies to propose in accordance to public / private schools
of different levels for adults / children.
Places for hosting film festivals in cooperation with Bologna film institute / guided tours / social meetings with
artists and art merchants;

•

•

Multi-purpose room – Rentable pods / modular spaces
/ detachable spaces would offer flexible room for leisure
time activities / workshops / conventions / events;
Temporary offices – flexible / modular / rentable spaces
for service industry / administration activities;

•

Cafes / restaurants;

•

Exhibition halls;

Space to Culture call for ideas opens a unique and complex
design topic. Due to the wide potential of this debate, few
references are hereby given in order to stimulate architectural
research:
•
•
•

The Public (West Bromwich, UK), Will Alsop;
Kube (Frederiksberg, DK), Bjarke Ingles Group;
New Norvegian National Opera and Ballet (Oslo, N), Snohetta.
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> CALENDAR

> PRIZES

18/11/2013 “early bird” registration - start
16/12/2013 “early bird” registration - end

1° PRIZE
8.000 €

17/12/2013 “standard” registration - start

2° PRIZE
4.000 €

27/01/2014 “standard” registration - end
28/01/2014 “late” registration - start
24/02/2014 “late” registration - end

3° PRIZE
2.000 €
HONORABLE MENTIONS “GOLD”
500 €

10/03/2014 (h 12:00 GMT, midday) material submission deadline
12/03/2014 jury summoning
25/03/2014 results announcement
05/04/2014 award ceremony & exhibition
Fulfilling an “early bird”, “standard” or “late” registration does not affect submission deadline.
Submission deadline is uniquely set on the 10/03/2014.

HONORABLE MENTIONS “GOLD”
500 €
10 HONORABLE MENTIONS
All the awarded proposals will be published on architectural magazines and websites + will be
hosted in international exhibitions.
All the finalist proposals will be published on www.youngarchitectscompetitions.com
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> RULES

> INELIGIBILITY

1.
2.
3.

a.
b.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Competitors must respect calendar dates, procedures and fees;
Competitors must respect all the instructions regarding required material;
Competitors can be students, graduated, freelance architects, designers or artists: it is
not mandatory to be involved in architectural disciplines or enrolled in architectural associations;
Competitors can join the competition both individually and in team;
Teams must have at least one team member between 18 and 35 years old;
Teams can be composed by any number of team members;
Teams can be composed by any competitors belonging to different countries and universities;
Paying a single entry fee allows to join the competition with a single project;
Paying further entry fees allows to join the competition with further projects; fees to be
determined by following competition’s calendar;
Prizes include bank commissions and fees;
Prizes are established regardless to the number of attendants a team is made of;
Committee’s verdict is incontestable.
It is forbidden to competitors to ask a juror about the competition;
It is forbidden to competitors to publicize their own proposal material before the conclusion
of the competition;
It is forbidden to competitors to join the competition in case they have or had business
collaboration or blood-relations with jurors;

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Layouts showing texts bodies not written in English wil be banned;
Layouts showing names or referrals to their own team / their identity will be banned.
TeamID can appear on the file name only, since jurors will not be allowed to see it;
FIles named not by following the prescriptions of the chapter “MATERIAL” will be banned;
Material which is considered incomplete, partial or non congruent to the criteria set in the chapter
“MATERIAL” wil be banned;
Material which is submitted not by following calendar, deadlines and correct uploading procedures
wil be banned;
Teams missing one under 35 member at least will be disqualified;
Team members trying to ask a juror about the competition will disqualify their own team;
Team members who have or had business collaboration or blood-relations with jurors will
be disqualified;
Team members who publicizes their own proposal material before the conclusion of the
competition will be disqualified;

By violating the rules, competitors and their teams will be disqualified from the competition without
any chance of getting a refund. Joining the competition implies accepting rules and service terms.
The authorship of each project is equally attributed to each member of the team.

> NOTES
Subscribing to YAC’s competition, competitors accept terms and rules of the competition;
Winning proposals will be considered purchased by the client;
YAC claims the rights to use participant proposals for exhibitions and publications;
Competition material necessary to fulfill the competition is available on the “DOWNLOAD” section on YAC’s website www.youngarchitectscompetitions.com . Material is made available regardless to
the kind of subscriprion is fulfilled. It is however allowed to use further material found from third parties;
• YAC is allowed to change the calendar or the details of the competition; possible variations will be notified on time through the channels YAC has available;
• YAC is not responsible for web malfunctioning or technical difficulties due to servers; it’s highly recommended to submit required material, fees and subscription with a good advance of time on the
deadline.
•
•
•
•
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> SUBSCRIPTION

> MATERIAL

The whole procedure is computerized:

•

•

open: www.youngarchitectscompetitions.com;

•

enter subscription area;

•

fill required fields;

•

at the end of the procedure the first member of the team will be notified with a validation mail
containing the team ID number (“teamID” is randomly and automatically assigned); if no mail
arrives check “spam”;

•

a username, a password and a link will be received; open the link to confirm YAC the preregistration;

•

once confirmed the pre-registration, enter personal area and fulfill fee payment; the reason of
currency payment operation will be: “YAC_STC_teamID” (i.e. if teamID is 12345, reason of
currency payment operation will be “YAC_STC_12345”);

•

once fulfilled pre-registration and fee payment - and not before - uploading will be enabled;

•

open personal area, insert username & password; upload the material; the first member of the
team will be notified with a validation mail; if no mail arrives check “spam”;

It’s highly recommended to be early on deadlines with subscriptions and payments.

1 UNI A1 layout(594mm x 841mm), .pdf format, maximum size 10 mb, horizontal or vertical
layout, to be uploaded on the personal login area. Such layout must contain:
a. design concept / conceptual idea;
b. graphic framework aimed to illustrate the project (i.e. plans, facades, cross-sections) choosing what to display and the relative scale is up to competitor’s choice;
c. 3d views - i.e. renderings, pictures, hand sketches;
File name: A1_<TeamID>_STC.pdf (es. if “TeamID” is123 , file must be named
A1_123_STC.pdf ).

•

1 A3 album (420mm x 294mm), .pdf format, maximum size 10 mb, horizontal layout, maxium
7 pages long, to be uploaded on the personal login area. Album must contain:
a. general layout, scale 1:500;
b. relevant blueprints, scale 1:500;
c. one cross-section at least, scale 1:500;
File name: A3_<TeamID>_STC.pdf (es. if “TeamID” is123 , file must be named
A3_123_STC.pdf ).

Text shall be synthetic and written in English. Layouts cannot contain any name or reference to
designers. Layouts cannot have nor a title nor group’s “TeamID” on it. Such code is meant to
appear on the filename only, since jury will not be capable of seeing it during voting procedure.

> FAQ
During the whole contest - until 24/02/2014, registration deadline - competitors are welcome to address pertinent question to YAC@youngarchitectscompetitions.com. Questions shall be written in
English and must be signed with name, surname and TeamID. YAC staff will answer questions privately and will decide to publish relevant issues on the “FAQ” section of YAC’s website. Updates will be
notified through YAC’s Facebook and Twitter channels. FAQs will be published in English only and will remain anonymous.
YAC provides essential material on the download area; nevertheless competitors wishing to use further sources are allowed to do it.
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> JURY
IPPOLITO PESTELLINI LAPARELLI / OMA / www.oma.eu
Born in 1980, he joins the Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA) and its creative think-tank AMO in January 2007. Associate in 2010. In charge of Prada’s creative initiatives
such as stage design for fashion shows, strategic conception and development of online identity. He deals with special events and exhibitions, such as Prada Waist Down or The
24h Museum in Paris (with Francesco Vezzoli), and a variety of publications including renown AMO*Prada look-books. He has recently led the design of a new furniture collection for
Knoll. Parallel to the collaboration with brands, Pestellini’s activities also include research and architecture with special focus on Italy and preservation. Since November 2009, Ippolito
has been leading the transformation and strategic programmatic research for the 16th Fondaco dei Tedeschi in Venice; in 2010 He has co-curated “Cronocaos”, OMA exhibition
at the XII Architectural Venice Biennale, focused on the multiple and contradictory aspects of preservation; he has lead the designs proposals for the transformation into research
laboratories of 1950s Bologna Tobacco Factory and for the new Urban Campus of Bocconi University in Milan. His for work for OMA*AMO has been featured in selected magazines
(A+U, L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, MONU, GA, Flash Art, Domus), while he has been visiting professor in international institutions and schools such as Seoul SADI Institute, London
Royal Academy, Politecnico di Milano, Moscow Strelka Institute for Media Architecture and Design, l’Accademie de France a Rome, KTH Stockholm, Holon Design Museum. Currently based in Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
MARTINO TATTARA / Dogma / www.dogma.name
Martino Tattara is a practicing architect and the head of research and teaching at Studio Basel: Contemporary City Institute at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETH). Together with Pier Vittorio Aureli, he is the co-founder of Dogma, an office based in Brussels. From the beginning of its activities, Dogma has worked on the relationship between architecture
and the city by focusing mostly on urban design and large-scale projects. Dogma is also active in offering consultancies to municipalities and agencies concerned with urban planning and
architectural issues. Dogma’s work has been widely published and exhibited. In 2006, Dogma has won the 1st Iakov Chernikhov Prize for the best emerging architectural practice and in
2013, on the occasion of the exhibition ‘Dogma. 11 Projects’, the first monograph on the work of the office was published by the AA Publications in London.
ENRICO IASCONE / Enrico Iascone Architects / www.iasconearchitetti.it
Born in 1966, he graduates in Architecture in Florence. He practices in the field of Architectural design with multifaceted experiences. He cooperates with eminent firms such as Mario Cucinella in designing and building prestigious buildings. 1999-2006 he is coordinator with Cucinella of the Laboratory on architectural technologies at Ferrara’s University of Architecture. 20082009 he is responsible for the urban development committee for Bologna’s architectural association. Enrico Iascone holds internationals conventions and is an expert on “green economy”
and sustainable buildings. December 2010 he participates in Bruxelles at the European parliament. His firm Enrico Iascone Architects, founded in 2001 with Carlotta Menarini, bases in
Bologna and operates in the field of sustainable architectural design. He particularly takes care of the energetic and environmental aspects of the project, strong of prestigious collaborations
with designers like Mario Cucinella, Italo Rota and Miguel Sal.
CLAUDIO NARDI / Claudio Nardi Architects / www.claudionardi.it
Claudio Nardi leads an architectural firm based in Florence / Krakow dealing with interior design, transformation, reuse. Great attention is dedicated to the relationships between innovation
and existing environment, between form and function, between the product and communication, between the detail and the whole, between matter and decoration. His architectural language dialogues with new idioms, materials and technologies in order to explore new, ancient, familiar or unknown places. Among his most important projects: the new Kracow’s municipality headquarters, the Mocak (Kracow’s museum of contemporary art), the new Mandragora publishing house headquarters, the Riva Lofts Hotel, the Leonardo da Vinci Hotel, the Florence’s Multiplex Cinema, the new Carrara’s Port Authority headquarters, the Amman’s Vertex Tower & Office Building, Novoli Real Estate in Florence. Further Real Estate projects in Parma,
Madrid, Rome. Fashion retail stores for Dolce&Gabbana, Ferrè, Valentino, Malo, Hogan. Several International awards and achievements.
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> JURY
EDOARDO CURRÀ / La Sapienza Roma University / www.architettura.uniroma1.it
Research professor at La Sapienza University in Rome. Technical coordinator for the Architectural design Master for “Historical buildings and public spaces”; professor for the course on “Architectural design for restoration and building redevelopment”. He analyzes the relationship between building and designing in the architectural renewal and he coordinates research groups
on the issues of how to redevelop disused industrial buildings and areas. He is a member of the TICCIH - The International Committee for the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage, of the
AIPAI - Associazione Italiana per il Patrimonio Archeologico Industriale. Among his most recent publications: “Architetture industriali dismesse” (con P. Cavallari, Edicom 2013); “Manual Abilities
and Modern Constructive Techniques in a Building by Arturo Hoerner” (in: R. Carvais et al. “Nuts and Bolts of Construction History” Parigi 2012); “Vie d’acqua e lavoro dell’uomo: l’Industria
della Carta nella Provincia di Frosinone” (Palombi, 2011).

ANNALISA TRENTIN / Alma Mater Studiorum Bologna University / www.da.unibo.it
Born in 1965, she achieves her Master in Architecture in 1992 at IUAV School of Architecture, supervisors Aldo Rossi and Gianni Braghieri. PHD in 1989 at EPFL Lausanne (CH). She
worked at Politecnico di Milano, University of Bologna and École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne. Appointed as Associate Professor at the School of Architecture “Aldo Rossi”, UNIBO
(2001-present). From 2006 is member of the P.h.D. program of the DAPT in Architecture. Is editor of several international conference on architecture. Most recent publications: “Oswald
Mathias Ungers: una scuola”, Electa, Milano, 2004; “Arduino Cantafora, le stanze della vita” Il Vicolo, Cesena, 2004; “Max Dudler. Architetture” Clueb, Bologna, 2006; I quartieri e le case,
edilizia sociale in Romagna e nell’Europa del XX sec., CLUEB, Bologna 2006; “Edifici alti in Emilia Romagna”, Clueb, Bologna, 2007;”Il progetto dell’edificio alto”, Clueb, Bologna, 2007; “Louis
I. Kahn”, Motta architettura, Milano, 2008; “La lezione di Aldo Rossi”, Bononia University Press, 2008; “Gianni Braghieri. Architettura, Rappresentazione, Fotografia”, Clueb, Bologna, 2008;“La
lezione di Pier Luigi Nervi”, Bruno Mondadori, Milano 2010.
NICOLA LEONARDI / The Plan Magazine / www.theplan.it
Engineer, he creates in 2001 THE PLAN magazine, today one among the most eminent Architettura & Interior Design magazines. He creates in 2003 THE PLAN EDITIONS to publish books
and monographs about Architecture & Design. He founds in 2008 another annual periodical, THE PLAN - URBAN DEVELOPMENT, focusing at large ongoing international urban development
schemes and the attendant real estate. In 2010 he launches the international Forum Perspective, an annual venue and unique forum for architecture, real estate and the construction world.
Advisor to Milan’s Triennale Foundation for its “Italian Architecture Gold Medal” award, Nicola has lectured lots of Universities and served on the juries of several international awards, such as
the World Architecture Festival Award, l’Ecole Special d’Architecture Award, l’Energy Performance + Architecture Award and the Leading European Architects Forum Award. He has been
chosen in 2008 among the experts to select the nominees for the Pritzker Architecture Prize Jury. Today he is Editor-in-Chief of THE PLAN and Publisher of THE PLAN EDITIONS.
MICHELE TRAIETTO / Nute partecipazioni ltd / www.nutepartecipazioni.com
Born in 1969, he graduates in Economics and Business at La Sapienza University in Rome. He recently started a collaboration with Nute Partecipazioni ltd – company who owns the building the competition is about. He worked in auditing business firms covering several roles in industrial and commercial companies, especially in luxury fashion business. He first worked as
auditor, consultant and controller to progressively reach the roles of director in administrative offices, financial office, controllers’ office and further gaining the role of chief executive officer and
member of the board of directors. He is specialized in corporate restructuring and company development in abroad countries. He deals with opening business structures for retail commerce
systems and franchising.
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